BDR-C

Traction and comfort when you need it most

Bandag BDR-C
Drive Regional - Coach
All-season comfort
and safety
M+S pattern ensures smooth and
safe ride for passengers.

Great traction in winter
conditions
Up to 5% more than its predecessor BDA4.

Excellent resistance to
irregular wear thanks to the
application of Bridgestone technologies.

Long life

resulting from an advanced
tread technology and high performing
compound.

Passengers travelling on coaches expect
nothing but the best: a smooth, safe
and comfortable ride, irrespective of the
season and the weather. Coach treads
also face the additional challenges that
they need to perform optimally over longer
distances as well and on a variety of road
surfaces. The selection of the right tread
is crucial to meeting this demanding set
of requirements. The Bandag BDR-C tread
is the ideal solution.

This Bandag application-specific tread,
developed predominantly for coaches,
also meets the different demands of urban
transportation, where silent running
is particularly appreciated. Wherever used,
the BDR-C tread improves passenger
comfort and safety. In addition, it displays
outstanding resistance to irregular wear and
all-season good traction performance.

Tyre size*
245/70R19.5
265/70R19.5
305/70R19.5
11R22.5
12R22.5

The BDR-C tread features the Bridgestone
Tie-Bar technology, which results
in increased stiffness and minimised heel
and toe wear. This leads to a multitude
of benefits. Tyres last longer and ensure
excellent noise comfort.

295/80R22.5
315/80R22.5
275/70R22.5
305/70R22.5
315/70R22.5

Choose the Bandag BDR-C tread for all
coaches, for high comfort levels at all times
and optimum traction when you need it.

M+S

M

Total Tyre Life is built around
Bridgestone’s premium new tyres
and Bandag retreads, the best
match to extend tyre life and
reduce cost per km.

BDR-C

Up to 5% better traction

vs.

BDA4

105%

*Contact your Bandag dealer for other sizes.
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